Hamilton Company

www.hamiltoncompany.com

POSITION TITLE: Production/Manufacturing Summer Work
JOB LOCATION: Reno, NV

POSITION DESCRIPTION:
Hamilton Company is a worldwide leader in the design and manufacture of manual, semi-automated and robotic products for precision fluid measuring. We specialize in the development, manufacturing and customization of precision measurement devices, automated liquid handling stations, and sample management systems. For more than 60 years, Hamilton has been satisfying customer needs by combining quality materials with skilled workmanship, ensuring the highest level of performance of every precision fluid measuring device we manufacture.

Hamilton Company is seeking students who are available for full time work this summer season. Hamilton is offering multiple shifts and competitive pay, with a central Reno location near the Reno-Tahoe Airport. The company's main needs include mechanical assembly in our syringe and valve departments, electrical and robotic assembly in our technical instruments department, and machine operation throughout our production areas.

- Day Shift: Monday Friday, 7:00am 3:30pm
- Swing Shift: Monday Friday, 3:30pm 12:00am
- Graveyard Shift: Rotating Weekend Schedule, 11:00pm to 7:30am

Additional Information
- Diverse portfolio of exciting and innovative design projects
- Tremendous opportunities for professional growth
- Commitment to sustainable design
- Competitive Compensation
- Excellent Benefit Package includes medical, dental, vision insurance, paid vacation time, paid sick time, disability insurance, 401k, tuition reimbursement and much more
- Solid Stable Company
- Drug free workplace

MINIMUM QUALIFICATION:
In order to be qualified, you must meet the following requirements:
- High School Diploma or Equivalent
- Must be 18
- Ability to work accurately in a fast paced environment to meet quality and quantity quotas
- Perform quality checks to finished product and send unsatisfactory items to rework
- Basic math required for computing quantities and simple addition and subtraction for counting parts
- Requires excellent manual dexterity, ability to work with small components and hand tools, and a keen eye for detail and quality
- Must be able to read and follow detailed manufacturing instructions

DESIRED MAJORS: Biomedical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Chemical Engineering

HOW TO APPLY:
Follow this link to apply Production/Manufacturing Summer Work and send your résumé to Jeff.Perkins@hamiltoncompany.com expressing interest.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: June 17, 2019